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ABSTRACT  
 
Monster Worldwide has spent several years developing a CRM data strategy for Sales and 
Marketing that includes lead generation, matching, and reporting. Success depends largely on a 
centralized data quality program. Monster merges millions of rows of purchased prospect lead 
data with internal customer and candidate data. To maintain data quality, these merged sets are 
constantly assessed, refined and updated.  
 
Monster's challenge isn't unique, but what is unique is the company's systematic approach that 
has led to terrific data quality results. That success is based on partnerships among Sales, 
Marketing, and Technology. Multiple tools including packaged, home-grown, and ad-hoc 
analysis utilities are required to manage data quality levels. We follow the breadcrumbs of data 
quality symptoms to determine the underlying issues. This approach has lead to many successful 
cleansing initiatives which, when combined, are the basis for our CRM Data Quality success. 
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